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Abstract

A notion of bisimilarity is a behavioral equivalence on processes. From the defini-
tion of such a notion comes a proof technique that can be used to establish equality
between processes. Up-to techniques are improvements of this technique. In this
talk I will present a couple of results from my master’s thesis [4] that I carried
out under supervision of Jurriaan Rot. The main result that we discuss in this
talk is that many up-to techniques that have been studied for strong and weak
bisimilarity, also work for branching bisimilarity. We will also discuss some future
extensions.

1 Branching bisimilarity (up-to)

Branching bisimilarity [7] is a notion of behavioral equivalence on processes that ab-
stracts from internal transitions while preserving the branching structure of processes.
We say that a relation on processes R is a branching bisimulation if for all pairs
(P,Q) ∈ R the following hold:

• for all P ′ and for all α, if P
α−→ P ′ then there exist Q′, Q′′ such that

Q =⇒ Q′ (α)−−→ Q′′ with P R Q′ and P ′ R Q′′; and

• for all Q′ and for all α, if Q
α−→ Q′ then there exist P ′, P ′′ such that

P =⇒ P ′ (α)−−→ P ′′ with P ′ R Q and P ′′ R Q′.

where =⇒ is the transitive reflexive closure of
τ−→ and P

(α)−−→ P ′ is defined as P
α−→ P ′ ∨

α = τ ∧ P = P ′. Processes P and Q are branching bisimilar (notation: P � Q) if there
exists a branching bisimulation that contains (P,Q).1

There are two differences with weak bisimulations (where P R Q and P
α−→ P ′

entails the existence of Q′ such that Q =⇒ (α)−−→=⇒ Q′ and P ′ R Q′, and the symmetric
case where Q makes a transition). Firstly for branching bisimulations an additional
related pair before the α-transition is required. Secondly the process P ′′ cannot do any
more τ -transitions after the α-transition. This makes branching bisimilarity a coarser
relation on processes. It has been introduced as the coarsest behavioral equivalence that
abstracts from silent transitions in the linear time branching time spectrum [5], aside
from rooted branching bisimilarity.

To prove that processes P and Q are branching bisimilar one could provide a relation
R on processes that contains the pair (P,Q) and show thatR is a branching bisimulation.
Most textbooks would teach this proof method by starting with a singleton relation and
adding more pairs until a branching bisimulation is established.

Example 1. In our examples we prove bisimilarity of CCS terms. To show that τ.(a.ā+
ā.a+τ) is branching bisimilar to a|ā by starting with a singleton relation containing just
this pair and expanding it as we go. Eventually the relation should contain five pairs.

1The presented notion is actually that of semibranching bisimulation [2]. The difference between
branching and semibranching bisimulation is left outside the scope of this abstract.
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This proof method can be very labour-intensive as bigger relations require that more
pairs have to be checked. Up-to techniques weaken the requirement on the pairs in R.
Suppose that we have some function f that enlarges relations. In order to show that
R is a branching bisimulation up to some function f the additional pairs, that is, the
pairs (P,Q′), (P ′, Q′′), (P ′, Q) and (P ′′, Q′) in the definition, should be in f(R) instead
of just R.

Example 2. The relation containing (τ.(a.ā+ ā.a+ τ), a|ā) and (a.ā+ ā.a+ τ, a|ā) is
a branching bisimulation up to λR.R∪�.

Of course if one establishes that R is a branching bisimulation up to f , then it is
mostly not the case that R is a branching bisimulation. For sound functions f we do
however have that any branching bisimulation up to f is contained in �.

2 Applying the abstract framework for up-to tech-
niques

Up-to techniques for strong bisimilarity [8, 11] and weak bisimilarity [12] have been
studied extensively in the past. Pous and Sangiorgi describe an abstract framework
that can be used to deal with coinductive definitions and up-to techniques in [10]. The
same proof techniques that work for strong and weak bisimilarity have not been studied
for branching bisimilarity. We use this framework to obtain a powerful proof technique
and explain some of the theoretical notions that we need to obtain it.

To start off we should define a branching bisimulation in terms of a monotone func-
tion. Let P be a set of states and consider br : P(P× P)→ P(P× P) defined as follows:

br(R) = {(P,Q) | for all P ′ and for all α, if P
α−→ P ′ then there exist Q′, Q′′

such that Q =⇒ Q′ (α)−−→ Q′′ and P R Q′ and P ′ R Q′′; and

for all Q′ and for all α, if Q
α−→ Q′ then there exist P ′, P ′′

such that P =⇒ P ′ (α)−−→ P ′′ and P ′ R Q and P ′′ R Q′}.

This function is indeed monotone and its post-fixed points (the relations R that satisfy
R ⊆ br(R)) are exactly the branching bisimulations. Moreover the greatest branching
bisimulation � is the greatest fixed-point of br.

Given a monotone function f : P(P×P)→ P(P×P) a branching bisimulation up to
f is a relation R that satisfies R ⊆ br(f(R)). By proving R ⊆ br(f(R)) one shows that
R ⊆ gfp(br ◦ f). The desired conclusion, namely R ⊆ �, only needs the missing link of
soundness: we say that f is br-sound if gfp(br ◦ f) ⊆ gfp(br).

2.1 Results

From the fact that br is monotone it immediately follows that λR.� and λR.R∪�
are br-sound. Many branching bisimulation proofs are done by constructing a relation
that consists of some manually defined pairs and all pairs in the greatest branching
bisimulation. This ad-hoc technique corresponds to using a relation containing only the
manually defined pairs and proving that it is a branching bisimulation up to λR.R∪�.

The function λR.∼R∼, where ∼ is strong bisimilarity, is br-sound. In contrast the
function λR.�R� is unsound. The reader who is familiar with similar results for weak
bisimilarity might not find this surprising. The unsoundness proof is similar to the one
for ‘weak bisimulation up to weak bisimilarity’. We can show that (τ.a, 0) is a branching
bisimulation up to λR.�R� whereas τ.a 6� 0.
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Example 3. We consider the replication operator ! from the π-calculus: the process !P
behaves as infinitely many parallel copies of P . We can show that !τ � 0 by showing
that the singleton relation {(!τ, 0)} is a branching bisimulation up to λR.∼R∼.

It is rather unsatisfactory to use strong bisimilarity in an up-to technique when we
want to abstract from silent transitions. For weak bisimilarity there is a better solution
[10] which includes using an efficiency preorder defined in [1]. A similar result can be
obtained for branching bisimilarity. Without going into details we say that branching
expansion, denoted by <, is the efficiency preorder that is associated with branching
bisimilarity. Intuitively P < Q holds whenever P � Q and in addition Q is always
more efficient than P regarding the number of τ -steps that are used. The corresponding
function λR.<R4 is br-sound. One can check that the problematic case proving that
λR.�R� is unsound does not cause problems here since τ.a 6< a.

Example 4. Define P
def
= a.P and Q

def
= a.τ.τ.τ.Q. We can prove that P � Q with a

singleton branching bisimulation up to λR.<R4.

As a last up-to technique one could use congruence properties of process algebras
inside the branching bisimulation game. We show that for guarded CCS the up-to context
technique is br-sound. A context in CCS is a term with numbered holes in it that can
occur multiple times. The contextual closure of a relation can then be defined as follows:

C(R) = {(C[P1, . . . , Pn], C[Q1, . . . , Qn]) | C is a context and Pi R Qi for all i} .

This contextual closure is br-sound.

2.2 Combinations of techniques

The problem with the notion of soundness is that it is not preserved under composition:
for two br-sound functions f, g it is not necessarily the case that g ◦ f is br-sound. The
abstract framework provides a way to combine all the functions that we mentioned so
far. All functions that we have reported br-sound so far, are in fact br-respectful. We
call a function br-respectful if f ◦ (br ∧ id) ≤ (br ∧ id) ◦ f .2 Results from [9, 10] show
that every composition of br-respectful functions is again br-respectful. Moreover any
br-respectful function is br-sound. This leads to the conclusion that a technique like up
to λR.<C(R∪�)4 is sound for branching bisimilarity.

Example 5. We can prove that !(a + b) � !τ.a|!τ.b by using a singleton branching
bisimulation up to λR.∼C(R)∼.

Example 6. Define the delayed replication of a as Da
def
= τ.(τ.Da|τ.a). We can prove

that Da � !a by using a singleton branching bisimulation up to λR.<C(R∪�)4.

3 Future work

The technique of branching bisimulation up to context can be generalized from CCS
to languages of which the operational rules adhere to a particular format. We can
show respectfulness of the up-to context technique for Van Glabbeek’s simply BB cool
languages [6]. This SOS format is however very restrictive. It is still unclear under
which more general conditions up-to context is a sound or respectful technique.

Delay bisimilarity and η-bisimilarity [5] are also notions of weak behavioral equiva-
lence. Unsurprisingly the results for branching bisimilarity also apply to these equiva-
lences. A notion of expansion can be created for both of them, their associated techniques

2Here f ∧ g is defined as λR.f(R) ∩ g(R) and we say that f ≤ g iff f(R) ⊆ g(R) for all R.
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of up to λR.<R4 are respectful and Van Glabbeek’s simple DB/HB cool languages are
suitable for their respective up to context techniques.

In [3] up-to techniques for weak bisimilarity are discussed. In particular up-to context
for GSOS languages is investigated in a categorical setting. We aim to take a similar
approach for branching bisimilarity.
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